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(57) Abstract: A method and an apparatus for using a device to determine an item, such as, for example, a card based on an interac -

o tion environment, such as, for example, a settlement environment, are provided. The method by which a device determines a card to
be used in a settlement includes: acquiring a card use history of a card, which is stored in the device; acquiring information which

o relates to a settlement environment of the device; determining a card to be used in the settlement, based on the acquired information
relating to the settlement environment and the acquired card use history; and providing settlement information which relates to the
determined card to a point of sale (POS) terminal.



Description
Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DE¬

TERMINING ITEM BASED ON INTERACTION EN¬

VIRONMENT

Technical Field
[1] Exemplary embodiments relate to a method and apparatus for determining an item,

such as, for example, a card, which is used in an interaction, such as, for example, a

settlement, based on an interaction environment, such as, for example, a settlement en

vironment.

Background Art
[2] Due to the rapid development of the computer network environment, internet-based

electronic commerce is in widespread use by the public. When purchasing goods

online, an account transfer between banks and a credit card are often used as a

settlement method, and recently, electronic money, which may be in the form of an

electronic wallet or electronic cards, has been widely used.

[3] In addition, recently, at the time of bank financial transactions or commercial

transactions, payment settlements using a mobile terminal have increased. A memory

capacity of a chip card has been greatly increased in conjunction with the development

of an integrated circuit (IC) chip card, and thus, multiple cards may be stored in a

single chip card. A side key or a hot key is attached to one side of a mobile terminal

which is mounted with an IC chip card, and may be used at the time of a payment

settlement. However, in order for a user to settle up by using a card stored in a mobile

terminal, a settlement key should be pressed after unlocking the mobile terminal and

then selecting a desired card by pressing an operation key via a menu-driven interface,

which results in a great deal of inconvenience.

Disclosure of Invention

Solution to Problem
[4] Exemplary embodiments provide a method and apparatus that determine a suitable

card with respect to various settlement environments and facilitate performance of a

settlement by using the determined card.

Brief Description of Drawings
[5] The above and other features and advantages of the present inventive concept will

become more apparent by describing in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with

reference to the attached drawings in which:

[6] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a settlement system for performing a



settlement for a transaction which involves goods by using a card which is selected

based on a settlement environment, according to an exemplary embodiment;

[7] FIG. 2 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device is used to select a

card for a settlement based on a settlement environment and by which the device is

used to provide card information which relates to the selected card, according to an

exemplary embodiment;

[8] FIG. 3 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device displays a rec

ommended card list and selects a card to be used in a settlement according to a

received user input, according to an exemplary embodiment;

[9] FIG. 4 is a table which shows a priority for each card, which is set by a device in cor

respondence with items which are included in a settlement history;

[10] FIG. 5 is a table which shows benefit information for each card recommended by a

device;

[11] FIG. 6 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device extracts a card

based on a priority of a settlement environment, according to an exemplary em

bodiment;

[12] FIG. 7 is a diagram which illustrates an example in which a device displays a list of

recommended cards in a horizontal view mode;

[13] FIG. 8 is a diagram which illustrates an example in which card images are displayed

on an unlock screen of a device;

[14] FIG. 9 shows diagrams which illustrate respective examples of a settlement window

which is displayed on a screen of a device;

[15] FIG. 10 is a diagram which illustrates an example in which card information is

displayed on an unlock screen of a device;

[16] FIG. 11 shows diagrams which illustrate respective examples in which card in

formation is displayed in detail on the screen of a device, based on a display mode

thereof;

[17] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a device, according to an exemplary embodiment; and

[18] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a device, according to another exemplary embodiment.

[19] FIG. 14 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device matches location

information with card information, according to an exemplary embodiment;

[20] FIG. 15 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device recommends a

card based on location information, according to an exemplary embodiment;

[21] FIG. 16 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device matches a store

name extracted from user's schedule information with a card, according to an

exemplary embodiment; and

[22] FIG. 17 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device displays card in

formation about a card matched to a predetermined store name, according to an



exemplary embodiment.

[23] FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating an example in which a card related to a location of a

device or a store name is displayed on a screen of the device, according to an

exemplary embodiment.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[24] According to an aspect of one or more exemplary embodiments, there is provided a

method for determining, by using a device, a card to be used in a settlement, the

method including: acquiring a card use history of a card which is usable via the device;

acquiring information which relates to a settlement environment of the device; de

termining, by using the device, the card to be used in the settlement, based on the

acquired information which relates to the settlement environment and the acquired card

use history; and providing settlement information which relates to the determined card

to a point of sale (POS) terminal.

[25] The acquiring the information which relates to the settlement environment may

include acquiring information which relates to a location of the device, and the de

termining the card may include determining the card to be used in the settlement based

on the acquired information which relates to the location of the device.

[26] The determining the card may include extracting cards which relate to the settlement

environment based on the card use history, comparing respective benefits of the

extracted cards with each other, and using a result of the comparing to determine a rec

ommendation with respect to a card to be used in the settlement.

[27] The card use history may include at least one of a card number, a settlement time, a

settlement date, a settlement location, and a name of goods.

[28] An image of the card which relates to the determined recommendation may be

displayed on an unlock screen of the device, and the determining the card may include

determining the card based on a received user input which relates to the card image

displayed on the unlock screen of the device.

[29] When the settlement to be conducted by using the determined card is safely per-

formable, at least a portion of a settlement window of the determined card may be

displayed in a predetermined color.

[30] The method may further include receiving information which relates to goods from

the POS terminal, wherein the received information which relates to the goods includes

at least one of a current date, a current time, an expiration date of the goods, an identi

fication value of the goods, a cost of the goods, and an identification value of a

member store which corresponds to the POS terminal.

[31] The method may further include determining a display mode of the device, wherein

the determining the card includes determining whether to display a list of rec-



ommended cards on a screen of the device based on the determined display mode and

selecting a card to be used in the settlement based on a received user input which

relates to the displayed list of recommended cards.

[32] The display mode may include at least one of a horizontal view mode and a vertical

view mode.

[33] The receiving the information which relates to the goods from the POS terminal may

include receiving the information which relates to the goods from the POS terminal via

near field communication (NFC), and the providing the settlement information which

relates to the determined card may include providing the settlement information to the

POS terminal via NFC.

[34] According to another aspect of one or more exemplary embodiments, there is

provided a device for determining a card to be used in a settlement, the device

including: a card history storage which is configured to store a card use history of a

card which is usable via the device; a settlement environment information acquirer

which is configured to acquire information which relates to a settlement environment

of the device; a card selector which is configured to select a card to be used in the

settlement, based on the acquired information which relates to the settlement en

vironment and the stored card use history; and a card information provider which is

configured to provide settlement information which relates to the selected card to a

point of sale (POS) terminal.

[35] The settlement environment information acquirer may be further configured to

acquire information which relates to a location of the device, and the card selector may

be further configured to determine the card to be used in the settlement based on the

acquired information which relates to the location of the device.

[36] The card selector may be further configured to extract cards which relate to the

settlement environment based on the stored card use history, to compare respective

benefits of the extracted cards with each other, and to use a result of the comparison to

determine a recommendation with respect to a card to be used in the settlement.

[37] The card use history may include at least one of a card number, a settlement time, a

settlement date, a settlement location, and a name of goods.

[38] An image of the card which relates to the determined recommendation may be

displayed on an unlock screen of the device, and the card selector may be further

configured to select the card based on a received user input which relates to the card

image displayed on the unlock screen of the device.

[39] When the settlement to be conducted by using the selected card is safely per-

formable, at least a portion of a settlement window of the selected card may be

displayed in a predetermined color.

[40] The card selector may be further configured to determine whether to display a list of



recommended cards on a screen of the device based on a display mode of the device,

and to select a card to be used in the settlement based on a received user input which

relates to the displayed list of recommended cards.

[41] The display mode may include at least one of a horizontal view mode and a vertical

view mode.

[42] The card information provider may be further configured to provide the settlement

information to the POS terminal via near field communication (NFC).

[43] According to another aspect of one or more exemplary embodiments, there is

provided a method for using a first device in conjunction with a performance of an in

teraction between a first user and a second user, the first device including a user

graphical interface for providing an input/output capability with respect to the first

user, and the method including: accessing information which relates to each of a

plurality of items which are associated with the first user, the information including

first item information which at least relates to a use history of a first item and second

item information which at least relates to a use history of a second item; acquiring en

vironmental information which relates to an environment in which the interaction is to

be performed; using the first device to select, from among the plurality of items, an

item for use in conjunction with the performance of the interaction, based on the

accessed information and the acquired environmental information, and to generate in

formation which relates to the performance of the interaction based on a result of the

selection; transmitting, to a second device which is associated with the second user, the

generated information which relates to the performance of the interaction; and

displaying, via the graphical user interface and on a screen of the first device, at least a

part of the generated information which relates to the performance of the interaction.

[44] The first item information may include a plurality of first item information charac

teristics, the second item information may include a plurality of second item in

formation characteristics, and the environmental information may include a plurality of

environmental information characteristics. The using the device to select a card may

include assigning respective priority values to each of the plurality of items for each of

the plurality of environmental information characteristics and assigning respective

weights to each of the first item information characteristics, each of the second item in

formation characteristics, and each of the environmental information characteristics.

[45] The first item information may further relate to at least one perquisite which accrues

to the first user in conjunction with using the first item, and the second item in

formation may further relate to at least one perquisite which accrues to the first user in

conjunction with using the second item.

[46] The method may further include prompting the first user to provide input via the

graphical user interface of the first device with respect to the plurality of items. The



using the first device to select an item may be further based on a received user input

which is received as a result of the prompting.

[47] The prompting may include displaying, via the graphical user interface and on the

screen of the device, item-specific information which relates to at least one of the

plurality of items.

[48] The prompting may include displaying, via the user interface and on the screen of the

device, a plurality of images, each of which respectively corresponds to a respective

one of the plurality of items, and providing, on the display of the device, an indication

which relates to a recommendation which is based on the accessed information and the

acquired environmental information.

[49] The method may further include using the first device to receive authentication in

formation which relates to the first user with respect to the selected item, and using the

received authentication information to determine whether the interaction is safely per-

formable.

[50] The acquiring the environmental information may include acquiring information

which relates to a location of the first device, and the using the first device to select the

item may include using the first device to select the item based on the acquired envi

ronmental information which relates to the location of the first device.

[51] The environmental information may include at least one of a current date, a current

time, an expiration date which relates to the interaction, an identification value which

relates to the interaction, identifying information which relates to the second user, and

identifying information which relates to the second device.

[52] The method may further include determining a display mode of the first device. The

using the first device to select the item may include determining whether to display a

list of recommended items via the user interface on the screen of the first device based

on the determined display mode and selecting an item to be used in the interaction

based on a received user input which relates to the displayed list of recommended

items.

[53] The display mode may include at least one of a horizontal view mode and a vertical

view mode.

[54] The acquiring the environmental information may include receiving the envi

ronmental information from the second device via near field communication (NFC),

and the transmitting the generated information which relates to the interaction may

include transmitting the generated information to the second device via NFC.

[55] According to another aspect of one or more exemplary embodiments, there is

provided a first device for use in conjunction with a performance of an interaction

between a first user and a second user. The first device includes: a memory which is

configured to store item-related information which relates to each of a plurality of



items which are associated with the first user, the information including first item in

formation which at least relates to a use history of a first item and second item in

formation which at least relates to a use history of a second item; a transceiver which is

configured to receive environmental information which relates to an environment in

which the interaction is to be performed; and a processor which is configured to select,

from among the plurality of items, an item for use in conjunction with the performance

of the interaction, based on the stored item-related information and the received envi

ronmental information, and to generate information which relates to the performance

of the interaction based on a result of the selection. The transceiver is further

configured to transmit, to a second device which is associated with the second user, the

generated information which relates to the performance of the interaction.

[56] The first item information may include a plurality of first item information charac

teristics, the second item information may include a plurality of second item in

formation characteristics, and the environmental information may include a plurality of

environmental information characteristics. The processor may be further configured to

assign respective priority values to each of the plurality of items for each of the

plurality of environmental information characteristics and to assign respective weights

to each of the first item information characteristics, each of the second item in

formation characteristics, and each of the environmental information characteristics.

[57] The first item information may further relate to at least one perquisite which accrues

to the first user in conjunction with using the first item and the second item in

formation may further relate to at least one perquisite which accrues to the first user in

conjunction with using the second item.

[58] The processor may be further configured to cause a display of the first device to

display prompting information which relates to prompting the first user to provide

input with respect to the plurality of items, and to select the item from among the

plurality of items based on the stored item-related information, the received envi

ronmental information, and a received user input which is received in response to the

displayed prompting information.

[59] The processor may be further configured to cause the display to display item-specific

information which relates to at least one of the plurality of items.

[60] The processor may be further configured to cause the display to display a plurality of

images, each of which respectively corresponds to a respective one of the plurality of

items, and to display an indication which relates to a recommendation which is based

on the stored information and the received environmental information.

[61] The transceiver may be further configured to receive authentication information

which relates to the first user with respect to the selected item. The processor may be

further configured to use the received authentication information to determine whether



the interaction is safely performable.

[62] The transceiver may be further configured to receive information which relates to a

location of the first device. The processor may be further configured to select the item

based on the received information which relates to the location of the first device.

[63] The environmental information may include at least one of a current date, a current

time, an expiration date which relates to the interaction, an identification value which

relates to the interaction, identifying information which relates to the second user, and

identifying information which relates to the second device.

[64] The processor may be further configured to determine a display mode of the first

device, and to determine whether to display a list of recommended items on a display

of the first device based on the determined display mode, and to select the item to be

used in the interaction based on a received user input which relates to the displayed list

of recommended items.

[65] The display mode may include at least one of a horizontal view mode and a vertical

view mode.

[66] The transceiver may be further configured to receive the environmental information

from the second device via near field communication (NFC), and to transmit the

generated information which relates to the interaction to the second device via NFC.

[67] According to another aspect of one or more exemplary embodiments, there is

provided a non-transitory computer-readable recording medium having recorded

thereon a program for executing the method.

Mode for the Invention
[68] Hereinafter, the present inventive concept will now be described more fully with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which exemplary embodiments are shown.

The present inventive concept may, however, be embodied in many different forms

and should not be construed as being limited to the exemplary embodiments set forth

herein; rather, these exemplary embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will

be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the present inventive concept to those

of ordinary skill in the art. In the following description, well-known functions or con

structions are not described in detail so as not to obscure the present disclosure with

unnecessary detail. Also, throughout the specification, like reference numerals in the

drawings denote like elements.

[69] Throughout the specification, it will also be understood that when an element is

referred to as being "connected to" another element, it can be directly connected to the

other element, or electrically connected to the other element while intervening

elements may also be present. Also, when a part "includes" or "comprises" an element,

unless there is a particular description contrary thereto, the part can further include



other elements, not excluding the other elements.

[70] Also, throughout the specification, it will be understood that when an element A and

an element B perform short-range communication, this means that the element A is

located within a communication range of the element B and/or the element B is located

within a communication range of the element A.

[71] Also, a card that is described throughout the specification refers to a card which is

usable in relation to a transactional settlement for goods and services, and examples of

the card may include a credit card, a mileage card, and a points card. However, the

exemplary embodiments are not limited thereto.

[72] Hereinafter, the present inventive concept will be described in detail by explaining

exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the attached drawings. Expressions

such as "at least one of," when preceding a list of elements, modify the entire list of

elements and do not modify the individual elements of the list.

[73] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a settlement system for performing a

settlement for a transaction which involves goods by using a card which is selected

depending on a settlement environment, according to an exemplary embodiment.

[74] Referring to FIG. 1, the settlement system includes a device 1000, a point of sale

(POS) terminal 2000, and a settlement server 3000.

[75] The device 1000 is used to select a suitable card based on a settlement environment,

and provides card information which relates to the selected card to the POS terminal

2000. The POS terminal 2000 provides received settlement information to the

settlement server 3000, and may cause the settlement server 3000 to perform the

settlement by using the device 1000.

[76] The device 1000 may store card information which relates to a user's card and card

benefit information which relates to benefits of the user's card. Also, the device 1000

may store a card settlement history of a user with respect to time, place, and a purpose

of a settlement. The device 1000 may provide a recommendation which relates to a

card based on a settlement environment of the device 1000, based on the stored card

information and card settlement history. Also, the device 1000 may determine whether

to automatically select a card to be used in a settlement or to select a card to be used in

a settlement based on a received user input, based on a display mode.

[77] The device 1000 may be any one or more of a smartphone, a mobile phone, a

personal digital assistant (PDA), a laptop computer, a media player, a global p o

sitioning system (GPS) apparatus, and/or any other mobile or non-mobile computing

devices. However, the device 1000 is not limited thereto.

[78] In another exemplary embodiment, the block diagram of FIG. 1 can be understood as

representing a system for performing an interaction between a first user and a second

user. The device 1000 can be understood as being associated with the first user, and the



device 2000 can be understood as being associated with the second user. Although the

above-described exemplary embodiment refers to the interaction as being a settlement,

other interactions may be performed.

[79] For example, a traveler may be preparing to fly on an airplane and may need to check

in to obtain a boarding pass and/or to check baggage. In such a scenario, the traveler

may be understood as being a first user, and the airline company may be understood as

being the second user. The second device 2000 may be, for example, a kiosk at the

airport, or a computer which is linked to the airline's web site on the Internet. The

traveler may have a mobile phone which acts as a first device 1000, and the mobile

phone may display images which correspond to items, such as, for example, a passport,

a driver's license, and a personal credit card, which can be used for the purpose of

checking in for the flight and/or checking baggage.

[80] As another example, a social media user may be preparing to upload information

which relates to a recent experience. In this scenario, the social media user may be u n

derstood as being a first user, and the second user may be the social media web site.

The second device may be, for example, any terminal which may be used to access the

social media web site. The social media user may have a mobile phone which acts as a

first device 1000, and the mobile phone may display images which correspond to

items, such as, for example, photographs, text messages, and uniform resource locator

(URL) links, which can be selectable for the purpose of uploading information to the

social media site.

[81] FIG. 2 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which the device 1000 is used to

select a card for a settlement based on a settlement environment and by which the

device 1000 is used to provide card information which relates to the selected card,

according to an exemplary embodiment.

[82] In operation S200, the device 1000 stores card information and card benefit in

formation. The device 1000 may store card information which relates to a user's card

based on input which is received from the user. The card information may include, for

example, information which relates to any one or more of the type of a card, a card

number, and the expiration date of a card. Also, the device 1000 may receive card in

formation from the settlement server 3000, and may store the received card in

formation. The settlement server 3000 may be a server that is operated by a credit card

company, but the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. In this case,

the device 1000 may provide user profile information stored in the device 1000 to the

settlement server 3000, and may receive card information corresponding to the

provided user profile information from the settlement server 3000. In addition, if a user

has a newly issued card, the device 1000 may receive card information which relates to

the newly issued card.



[83] Further, the device 1000 may store card benefit information for each card stored in

the device 1000 based on a received user input. The device 1000 may provide a user

interface for facilitating input of card benefit information, and a user may input card

benefit information for each card stored in the device 1000 via the user interface. The

device 1000 may receive card benefit information from the settlement server 3000, and

may store the received card benefit information. The card benefit information may be

stored after being matched to each card. The card benefit information may include, for

example, discount information, points accumulation information, and coupon in

formation. Further, the card benefit information may include information which relates

to different benefits from member stores where a card is used.

[84] In operation S205, the device 1000 stores a card use history which relates to a user.

The card use history may include, for example, any one or more of a card number used

in a settlement, a settlement time, a settlement date, a member store's name, a

settlement location, a name of goods, and information which relates to a benefit

provided at the time of a card settlement. When a user conducts a settlement by using a

card via the device 1000, the device 1000 may store a use history of a card used in the

settlement. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. In

formation which relates to a card use history, which is received via the device 1000,

may be stored and accumulated in the settlement server 3000, and the device 1000 may

receive the information which relates to the card use history that is stored in the

settlement server 3000 from the settlement server 3000.

[85] In operation S210, the device 1000 acquires information which relates to a settlement

environment. When a user attempts a card settlement via the device 1000, the device

1000 may acquire the information which relates to a settlement environment. The

device 1000 may acquire the information which relates to a settlement environment

from at least one of a sensor in the device 1000, the POS terminal 2000, and the

settlement server 3000. The information which relates to a settlement environment may

include, for example, any one or more of a settlement time, a settlement location, a

member store's name, and information which relates to goods.

[86] In detail, the device 1000 may acquire information which relates to a location of the

device 1000, and may identify a member store to be used for performing a settlement

based on the acquired location information. For example, the device 1000 may

determine a GPS value for a location of the device 1000 by using a GPS sensor (not

shown). Further, the device 1000 may determine an identification value of an access

point (AP) that is connected to the device 1000. Furthermore, the device 1000 may

identify a member store in which the device 1000 is located, based on at least one of

the GPS value and the identification value of the AP. In this case, information which

relates to a member store corresponding to the GPS value and the identification value



of the AP may be stored in the device 1000 or a separate server (not shown) in

advance.

[87] The device 1000 may determine information which relates to goods which may be

involved in a settlement. The device 1000 may determine the information which relates

to the goods via a marker attached on the goods. However, the present exemplary em

bodiment is not limited thereto. The device 1000 may also determine the information

which relates to the goods from the POS terminal 2000. The device 1000 may receive

at least one of a current date, a current time, an expiration date of the goods, an identi

fication value of the goods, a cost of the goods, and an identification value of a

member store which corresponds to the POS terminal 2000. However, the present

exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[88] The device 1000 may determine any one or more of a points accumulation rate for

each card, a points accumulation limit for each card, a discount rate for each card, and

a discount limit for each card, based on information which relates to a member store

and to goods. Information which relates to the points accumulation rate, the points ac

cumulation limit, the discount rate, and the discount limit, according to a member store

and goods, may be stored in the device 1000 or a separate server (not shown) in

advance.

[89] In operation S220, the device 1000 selects a card to be used in a settlement based on

a settlement environment.

[90] The device 1000 may determine a card to be used in a settlement under an acquired

settlement environment by using any one or more of card information, card benefit in

formation, and a settlement history.

[91] In detail, the device 1000 may extract a card used more than a predetermined number

of times within an acquired settlement environment, based on a card settlement history.

For example, if a card 'Α ', a card 'B', a card 'C, and a card 'D' are usable in a member

store 'Z' and a member store in an acquired settlement environment is 'Z', the device

1000 may extract the card 'Α ', the card 'B', the card 'C, and the card 'D' from card in

formation. If the card 'C and the card 'A' have been used more than a predetermined

number of times in the member store 'Z' and a member store in an acquired settlement

environment is 'Z', the device 1000 may extract the card 'C and the card 'A' from the

card information.

[92] In addition, if the card 'Α ', the card 'B', the card 'C, and the card 'D' have been used

between 11:00 and 14:00 and a settlement time included in an acquired settlement en

vironment is between 11:00 and 14:00, the device 1000 may extract the card 'Α ', the

card 'B', the card 'C, and the card 'D' from the card information. For example, if

priorities of the card 'A' and the card 'B' of the cards used between 11:00 and 14:00 are

relatively high and a member store in an acquired settlement environment is 'Z', the



device 1000 may extract the card 'A' and the card 'B' from the card information. In this

case, priorities of cards may be determined based on a predetermined criterion, or may

be determined based on a received user input. In addition, a benefit for each card may

be reflected to determine the priorities of cards. However, the present exemplary em

bodiment is not limited thereto.

[93] The device 1000 may also extract a card based on one or more of a plurality of items

included in a settlement history and a settlement environment. In this case, the device

1000 may apply a predetermined weight to each of the plurality of items included in

the settlement history and the settlement environment, and may determine a card to

extract in the acquired settlement environment based on the weights of the plurality of

items.

[94] In operation S225, the device 1000 recommends a card to be used in a settlement

based on the card benefit information. The device 1000 may compare respective

benefits of extracted cards with each other based on the card benefit information, and

may provide a recommendation with respect to each of a predetermined number or

more cards. For example, the device 1000 may extract all of the cards and compare

their respective benefits with each other in order to pick out the one with the best

benefits with respect to a particular transaction or settlement. Further, the device 1000

extracts a card and compares its benefits with those of other cards. Further, the device

1000 may determine a card to recommend based on types of card benefits that a user

prefers, and/or the amount of monetary benefit. The device 1000 may display in

formation which relates to a benefit, which is provided for each card, on a screen, and

may allow a user to select a predetermined card based on the displayed benefit in

formation.

[95] In this case, the device 1000 may receive the card benefit information from the

settlement server 3000. The device 1000 may transmit card information stored in the

device 1000 to the settlement server 3000 in order to receive the card benefit in

formation from the settlement server 3000. However, the present exemplary em

bodiment is not limited thereto.

[96] The device 1000 may receive card benefit information from a terminal (not shown)

of a member store. In this case, the terminal of the member store may transmit types of

cards providing benefits at the member store and information which relates to the

benefits to the device 1000 in the member store. The terminal of the member store may

provide the benefit information to the device 1000 via at least one of a short message

service (SMS) and a multi-mode service (MMS). However, the present exemplary em

bodiment is not limited thereto. Further, the terminal of the member store may provide

the benefit information to the device 1000 via a wireless fidelity (WiFi) network.

[97] Benefit information for each recommended card that is displayed on a screen of the



device 1000 is described below with reference to FIG. 5.

[98] The device 1000 may automatically select a card to be used in a settlement based on

a display mode, or may select a card to be used in a settlement based on a received user

input. A priority set for each card based on items which are included in a settlement

history is described in more detail below with reference to FIG. 3.

[99] The device 1000 may display a list of recommended cards to be used in connection

with a settlement on an unlock screen of the device 1000. For example, an image of a

recommended card may be displayed on an unlock button displayed on the unlock

screen of the device 1000. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited

thereto.

[100] In this case, if a user selects a card image which is displayed on the unlock screen of

the device 1000, a user interface which prompts an input of a personal identification

number (PIN) for a selected card may be displayed. However, the present exemplary

embodiment is not limited thereto. If a user touches a card image which is displayed on

the unlock screen of the device 1000, the device 1000 may recognize a fingerprint of a

user based on a touch input which is received from the user, and may unlock the device

1000 based on the recognized fingerprint in order to perform a settlement.

[101] In addition, if a user selects a card image which is displayed on the unlock screen of

the device 1000, the device 1000 may also authenticate the user based on the user's

image and voice. For example, the device 1000 may photograph a user's face, and may

determine whether the photographed user is a user of the selected card which is

displayed on the unlock screen based on the photograph. In addition, for example, the

device may recognize a user's iris in order to authenticate the user. In addition, the

device 1000 may record a user's voice in order to authenticate the user based on the

recorded voice.

[102] If a user selects a predetermined card from the recommended card list, a settlement

window for the selected card may be displayed on the screen of the device 1000. The

settlement window which is displayed on the screen of the device 1000 may include,

for example, any one or more of card information, coupon information, a settlement

amount, and a PIN code input field. In addition, a user may input a PIN code of the

selected card to the PIN code input field so that the settlement via the selected card

may be authenticated.

[103] If the settlement via the selected card is safely performable, a portion of the

settlement window or the whole settlement window may be displayed in a prede

termined color. The device 1000 may determine whether settlement information which

relates to the selected card may be safely transmitted to the POS terminal 2000 and/or

to the settlement server 3000, and may display the settlement window in a color which

has previously been set by a user when a determination is made that the settlement in-



formation may be safely transmitted. The device 1000 may receive authentication in

formation from the POS terminal 2000 and the settlement server 3000 in order to

determine whether the settlement information which relates to the selected card may be

safely transmitted to the POS terminal 2000 and the settlement server 3000. However,

the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[104] In operation S230, the device 1000 provides card information which relates to the

selected card. In this case, the device 1000 may provide the card information to the

POS terminal 2000 via a local area network (LAN). The device 1000 may provide in

formation which relates to any one or more of a card number, the expiration date of a

card, and/or a PIN of a card to the POS terminal 2000. However, the present exemplary

embodiment is not limited thereto. In addition, the device 1000 may determine whether

a coupon which corresponds to the selected card is stored in the device 1000, and may

provide the card information which relates to the selected card and coupon information

stored in the device 1000 to the POS terminal 2000. In this case, the POS terminal

2000 may settle an amount reflecting the coupon information via the settlement server

3000 by using the card information and the coupon information. However, the present

exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[105] The flowchart of FIG. 2 may be also be applicable to other exemplary embodiments.

For example, the flowchart of FIG. 2 may be applicable to the above-described

scenario of the traveler checking in for a flight and/or checking baggage for a flight. In

operation S200, the traveler's mobile phone stores information relating to each of a

passport, a driver's license, and a credit card, and in operation S205, the traveler's

mobile phone stores use history information with respect to each of these items. In

operation S210, the traveler uses the mobile phone to acquire information which

relates to the flight check-in and the baggage check. In operation S220, the mobile

phone selects an item to be used for performing the check-in and/or the baggage check,

and in operation S225, the mobile phone displays a recommendation on the screen to

the traveler regarding the item to be used. In operation S230, the mobile phone

transmits the relevant information regarding the selected item to the device 2000 which

is used by the airline for completing the check-in and baggage check processes, e.g., a

kiosk or a link to the airline's web site.

[106] Similarly, the flowchart of FIG. 2 can be applied to the above-described scenario of

the social media user uploading information which relates to a recent experience. In

operation S200, the social media user's mobile phone stores information relating to

each of photographs, text messages, and URLs, and in operation S205, the social

media user's mobile phone stores use history information with respect to each of these

items. In operation S210, the social media user uses the mobile phone to acquire in

formation which relates to the upload, such as, for example, a throughput rate of an



available wireless connection by which the upload may occur. In operation S220, the

mobile phone selects an item to be used in conjunction with performing the upload,

and in operation S225, the mobile phone displays a recommendation on the screen to

the social media user regarding the item to be used. In operation S230, the mobile

phone transmits the relevant information regarding the selected item to the device 2000

which is used for performing the upload, e.g., a computer terminal or a Wi-Fi

connection at a hotspot.

[107] FIG. 3 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which the device 1000 displays a

recommended card list and selects a card to be used in a settlement based on a received

user input, according to an exemplary embodiment.

[108] In operation S300, the device 1000 checks a display mode. The display mode may

include at least one of a horizontal view mode and a vertical view mode. However, the

present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[109] In operation S3 10, the device 1000 determines whether the display mode is the

horizontal view mode or the vertical view mode. The device 1000 may determine

whether the display mode is the horizontal view mode or the vertical view mode by

using a gravity sensor in the device 1000.

[ 110] If a determination is made in operation S3 10 that the display mode of the device

1000 is the horizontal view mode, then in operation S320, the device 1000 displays a

list of recommended cards. In operation S320, the device 1000 may recommend a card

to be used in a settlement in an acquired settlement environment by using any one or

more of card information, card benefit information, and a settlement history. For

example, if transportation expenses are settled between 11:00 and 14:00, the device

1000 may recommend the card 'A' and the card 'D', and may display a list which

includes the recommend cards 'A' and 'D' on a screen of the device 1000.

[Ill] In operation S330, the device 1000 selects a card to be used in a settlement based on

a received user input. In operation S330, the device 1000 may select a card to be used

in a settlement, based on a received user input which relates to and/or is responsive to

the list of recommended cards.

[ 112] Otherwise, if a determination is made in operation S3 10 that the display mode of the

device 1000 is the vertical view mode, then in operation S330, the device 1000 may

automatically select a card to be used in a settlement without receiving input from the

user.

[113] FIG. 4 is a table which shows a priority for each card, which is set by the device

1000 based on items which are included in a settlement history. The priority which is

set in the table of FIG. 4 may be used when the device 1000 extracts a card based on a

settlement environment from card information. However, the present exemplary em

bodiment is not limited thereto.



[114] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the table may include a time field 40, a location field 42, a

cost field 44, a points limit field 46, and a settlement purpose field 48. A settlement

time and a priority value of each card with respect to the settlement time may be

recorded in the time field 40. For example, if the settlement time is between 11:00 and

14:00, priority values T , '2', '3', and '4', which correspond to the cards Ά ', 'Β ' , 'C, and

'D', respectively, may be recorded in the time field 40.

[115] Values for a location of the device 1000 are recorded in the location field 42. A name

of a member store and a priority value of each card corresponding to the name of the

member store may be stored in the location field 42. For example, if the name of the

member store is 'member store A', priority values '2', '4', T , and '3', which correspond

to the cards 'Α ', 'Β ' , 'C, and 'D', respectively, may be recorded in the location field 42.

[116] A settlement amount and a priority value of each card for the settlement amount may

be recorded in the cost field 44. For example, if the settlement amount corresponds to

"30,000 won or less," priority values '2', T , '3', and '4', which correspond to the cards

'Α ', 'Β ' , 'C, and 'D', respectively, may be recorded in the cost field 44.

[117] A points limit amount and a priority value of each card for the points limit amount

may be recorded in the points limit field 46. For example, if the points limit amount is

30,000 won per month, priority values '3', '2', T , and '4', which correspond to the cards

'Α ', 'Β ' , 'C, and 'D', respectively, may be recorded in the cost field 44.

[118] A purpose of each card and a priority value of each card for the purpose may be

recorded in the settlement purpose field 48. For example, if the settlement purpose

relates to transportation expenses, priority values '2', '3', '4', and T , which correspond

to the cards 'Α ', 'Β ' , 'C, and 'D', respectively, may be recorded in the settlement

purpose field 48.

[119] Weight values '10', '10', '20', '40', and '60' may be recorded in the time field 40, the

location field 42, the cost field 44, the points limit field 46, and the settlement purpose

field 48, respectively. For example, if an amount of '30,000 won or less' is settled

between 11:00 and 14:00, the priority values of the cards 'Α ', 'Β ' , 'C, and 'D' may be

determined based on a weight value '10' for the time and a weight value '20' for the

amount.

[120] FIG. 5 is a table which shows benefit information for each card recommended by the

device 1000.

[121] Referring to the table of FIG. 5, benefit information for each card recommended by

the device 1000 may be displayed. For example, when the device 1000 performs a

settlement for goods at a member store 'Z', the device 1000 may recommend the

card 'Α ', the card 'B', and the card 'C based on a settlement environment, and may

display a list of recommended cards on a screen of the device 1000. In addition, the

device 1000 may display information which relates to a benefit that is provided by



each card when conducting a settlement which involves the goods at the member

store 'Z'. The information which relates to a benefit may include, for example, at least

one of discount information, points accumulation information, and coupon in

formation.

[122] FIG. 6 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which the device 1000 extracts a

card based on a priority of a settlement environment, according to an exemplary em

bodiment. In FIG. 6, the device 1000 extracts a card based on the table of FIG. 4.

However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[123] In operation S600, the device 1000 determines whether the device 1000 performs a

settlement at a member store 'Α '. If, in operation S600, a determination is made that the

device 1000 performs a settlement at the member store 'Α ', then in operation S602, the

device 1000 extracts the card 'C from card information. Otherwise, if, in operation

S600, a determination is made that the device 1000 does not perform a settlement at

the member store 'Α ', then in operation S604, the device 1000 determines whether a

settlement is to be performed at lunch time.

[124] If, in operation S604, a determination is made that the settlement is to be performed

at lunch time, then in operation S606, the device 1000 extracts the card 'Α '. Otherwise,

if, in operation S604, a determination is made that the settlement is not to be performed

at lunch time, then in operation S608, the device 1000 determines whether a settlement

amount is 30,000 won or less.

[125] If, in operation S608, a determination is made that the settlement amount is 30,000

won or less, then in operation S610, the device 1000 extracts the card 'B'. Otherwise,

if, in operation S608, a determination is made that the settlement amount is not 30,000

won or less, then in operation S612, the device 1000 extracts the card 'D'.

[126] FIG. 7 is a diagram which illustrates an example in which the device 1000 displays a

list of recommended cards in the horizontal view mode.

[127] As illustrated in FIG. 7, when the display mode of the device 1000 is the horizontal

view mode, the list of recommended cards may be displayed on the screen of the

device 1000. The device 1000 may determine cards for inclusion in the list according

to any one or more of various criteria, based on a combination of at least one of a

settlement time, a settlement location, a settlement purpose, a points accumulation rate

according to settlement, a points accumulation limit, a discount rate according to

settlement, and a discount limit. In this case, the device 1000 may determine cards for

inclusion in the list of recommended cards by using values which are recorded in either

or both of the tables of FIGS. 4 and 5. In addition, the device 1000 may display a list of

the determined cards on the screen of the device 1000.

[128] For example, in the case where the settlement time is 13:00, the settlement purpose is

transportation expenses, and a settlement amount is 23,400 won, if the display mode of



the device 1000 is the horizontal view mode, the device 1000 may display a list of rec

ommended cards in the order of the card 'D', the card 'Α ', and the card 'Ε ', as shown in

FIG. 7. Further, the device 1000 may select the card 'A' based on a received user input

for the card 'A' which is included in the list of the recommended cards, and may

provide card information which relates to the selected card 'A' to the POS terminal

2000.

[129] If the display mode of the device 1000 is the vertical view mode, the device 1000

may automatically select the card 'D' without displaying a list of recommended cards,

and may transmit card information which relates to the selected card 'D' to the POS

terminal 2000.

[130] FIG. 8 is a diagram which illustrates an example in which card images are displayed

on an unlock screen of the device 1000.

[131] Referring to FIG. 8, unlock buttons may be displayed on the unlock screen of the

device 1000, and predetermined card images may be displayed so as to overlap with

the displays of some of the unlock buttons, respectively. In this case, the card images

that are displayed on the unlock buttons may be images of cards that may be used for a

settlement via the device 1000. The card images may be arranged according to a

previously set basis, based on information which relates to any one or more of the

types of the cards, the points accumulation rates of the cards, and the discount rates of

the cards.

[132] FIG. 9 shows diagrams which illustrate respective examples of a settlement window

which is displayed on the screen of the device 1000.

[133] When a predetermined card is selected from a list of recommended cards that is

displayed on the screen of the device 1000, the settlement window may be displayed

on the screen of the device 1000, as shown in drawing (a) on the left side of FIG. 9. A

card name 90, a settlement amount 92, card information 94, and benefit information 96

are included in the settlement window of drawing (a) on the left side of FIG. 9. The

settlement amount 92 may include a payment amount for goods and a discount which

applies to the purchase of the goods. The benefit information 96 may include, for

example, information which relates to coupons.

[134] When a card settlement is selected in the settlement window of drawing (a) in FIG. 9,

a settlement window which prompts a user input of a PIN code of a selected card may

be displayed, as shown in drawing (b) on the right side of FIG. 9. A user may input the

PIN code via the settlement window of drawing (b) of FIG. 9 so that settlement via the

selected card may be authenticated.

[135] The device 1000 may determine whether settlement information which relates to the

selected card may be safely transmitted to the POS terminal 2000 and the settlement

server 3000, and may display a portion 98 of the settlement window of drawing (b) of



FIG. 9 in a color which has previously been set by a user when a determination is made

that the settlement information may be safely transmitted. In this case, the portion 98

of the settlement window of drawing (b) of FIG. 9 may be displayed in a combination

of a plurality of colors. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited

thereto. The portion 98 of the settlement window of drawing (b) of FIG. 9 may be

displayed so as to include a previously set pattern.

[136] FIG. 10 is a diagram which illustrates an example in which card information is

displayed on an unlock screen of the device 1000.

[137] Referring to FIG. 10, a card name, a settlement amount, card information, and benefit

information which relates to a recommended card may be displayed on the unlock

screen of the device 1000. In this case, a user interface (UI) which may be used for

unlocking the screen may not be displayed.

[138] When the device 1000 approaches the POS terminal 2000 within a range in a locked

state of the screen of the device 1000, the device 1000 may display card information

which relates to a recommended card on the unlock screen of the device 1000. When a

user selects the recommended card which is displayed on the unlock screen of the

device 1000, the device 1000 may immediately perform a settlement process by using

the recommended card.

[139] FIG. 11 shows diagrams which illustrate respective examples in which card in

formation is displayed in detail on the screen of the device 1000 based on the display

mode thereof.

[140] Referring to drawing (a) on the left side of FIG. 11, when the display mode of the

device 1000 is the vertical view mode, a list 10 of cards that may be used in con

junction with the device 1000, information 12 which relates to a user's financial

standing, and information 14 which relates to goods that may be involved in a

settlement which is performed by using the device 1000 may be displayed on the

screen of the device 1000. Some of the cards stored in the device 1000 may be

arranged in the list 10 of cards that may be used in conjunction with the device 1000,

and the information 12 which relates to a user's financial standing may be displayed in

detail with a graph or other pictorial type of display. The information 14 which relates

to goods that may be involved in a settlement which is performed by using the device

1000 may include detailed information which relates to goods which are recommended

by another user.

[141] Referring to drawing (b) on the right side of FIG. 11, when the display mode of the

device 1000 is the horizontal view mode, information 16 which relates to coupons and

a user's financial standing and a list 18 of cards that may be used in conjunction with

the device 1000 may be displayed on the screen of the device 1000. The list 18 of cards

that may be used in conjunction with the device 1000 may be divided, for example,



into a list of credit cards, a list of identification (ID) cards, a list of points cards, and a

list of tickets, and the lists acquired by division may be displayed on the screen of the

device 1000.

[142] FIG. 12 is a block diagram of the device 1000, according to an exemplary em

bodiment.

[143] Referring to FIG. 12, the device 1000 includes a card information storage unit 1100

(also referred to herein as a card information storage), a card history storage unit 1105

(also referred to herein as a card history storage), a settlement environment information

acquisition unit 1200 (also referred to herein as a settlement environment information

acquirer), a card selection unit 1300 (also referred to herein as a card selector), a card

information providing unit 1400 (also referred to herein as a card information

provider), a memory 1500, a transceiver 1600, and a controller 1700. Each of the card

information storage unit 1100, the card history storage unit 1105, the settlement en

vironment information acquisition unit 1200, the card selection unit 1300, and the card

information providing unit 1400 may be embodied, for example, as a hardware

component of the device 1000, or as a software module which is stored in the device

1000.

[144] The card information storage unit 1100 stores card information and card benefit in

formation. The card information storage unit 1100 may store information which relates

to cards that a user has, based on a received user input. The card information may

include information which relates to any one or more of the types of the cards, the

numbers of the cards, and the expiration dates of the cards. Further, the card in

formation storage unit 1100 may receive the card information from the settlement

server 3000, and may store the received card information. The settlement server 3000

may be a server that is operated by a credit card company, but the present exemplary

embodiment is not limited thereto. In this case, the card information storage unit 1100

may provide user profile information which is stored in the device 1000 to the

settlement server 3000, and may receive card information corresponding to the

provided user profile information from the settlement server 3000. In addition, if a user

has a newly issued card, the device 1000 may receive card information which relates to

the newly issued card.

[145] Further, the card information storage unit 1100 may store card benefit information

for each card stored in the device 1000 based on a received user input. The card in

formation storage unit 1100 may provide a user interface which facilitates user input of

card benefit information, and a user may input card benefit information for each card

stored in the device 1000 via the user interface. The card information storage unit 1100

may receive card benefit information from the settlement server 3000, and may store

the received card benefit information. The card benefit information may be stored after



being matched to each card, and may include, for example, any one or more of

discount information, points accumulation information, and coupon information. In

addition, the card benefit information may include information which relates to

different benefits from member stores where a card is used.

[146] The card history storage unit 1105 stores a card use history of a user. The card use

history may include, for example, any one or more of a card number used in a

settlement, a settlement time, a settlement date, a member store's name, a settlement

location, a name of goods, and information which relates to a benefit provided at the

time of a card settlement. When a user settles up with a card via the device 1000, the

card history storage unit 1105 may store a use history of a card used in a settlement.

However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. Information which

relates to a card use history, which is received via the device 1000, may be stored and

accumulated in the settlement server 3000, and the card history storage unit 1105 may

receive the information which relates to the card use history that is stored in the

settlement server 3000 from the settlement server 3000.

[147] The settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200 acquires information

which relates to a settlement environment. When a user tries to perform a card

settlement by using the device 1000, the settlement environment information ac

quisition unit 1200 may acquire the information which relates to a settlement en

vironment. The settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200 may acquire

the information which relates to a settlement environment from at least one of a sensor

in the device 1000, the POS terminal 2000, and the settlement server 3000. The in

formation which relates to a settlement environment may include any one or more of a

settlement time, a settlement location, a member store's name, and information which

relates to goods.

[148] In detail, the settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200 may acquire

information which relates to a location of the device 1000, and may identify a member

store which is suitable for performing a settlement based on the acquired location in

formation. For example, the settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200

may determine a GPS value for a location of the device 1000 by using a GPS sensor

(not shown). Further, the settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200

may determine an identification value of an AP which is connected to the device 1000.

Furthermore, the settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200 may

identify a member store in which the device 1000 is located, based on at least one of

the GPS value and the identification value of the AP. In this case, information which

relates to a member store corresponding to the GPS value and the identification value

of the AP may be stored in the device 1000 or a separate server (not shown) in

advance.



[149] The settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200 may determine in

formation which relates to goods which may be involved in a potential settlement. The

settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200 may determine the in

formation which relates to the goods via a marker which is attached to the goods.

However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto. The settlement en

vironment information acquisition unit 1200 may also determine the information which

relates to the goods from the POS terminal 2000.

[150] The settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200 may determine any

one or more of a points accumulation rate for each card, a points accumulation limit for

each card, a discount rate for each card, and a discount limit for each card, based on in

formation which relates to a member store and goods. Information which relates to the

points accumulation rate, the points accumulation limit, the discount rate, and the

discount limit, according to a member store and goods, may be stored in the device

1000 or a separate server (not shown) in advance.

[151] The card selection unit 1300 selects a card to be used in a settlement based on a

settlement environment. The card selection unit 1300 may determine a card to be used

in a settlement within an acquired settlement environment by using any one or more of

card information, card benefit information, and a settlement history.

[152] In detail, the card selection unit 1300 may extract a card which has been used more

than a predetermined number of times within an acquired settlement environment,

based on a card settlement history. For example, if a card 'Α ', a card 'B', a card 'C, and

a card 'D' are used in a member store 'A' and a member store in an acquired settlement

environment is 'Α ', the card selection unit 1300 may extract the card 'Α ', the card 'B',

the card 'C, and the card 'D' from card information. If the card 'C and a card 'A' have

been used more than a predetermined number of times in the member store 'A' and a

member store in an acquired settlement environment is 'Α ', the card selection unit 1300

may extract the card 'C and the card 'A' from the card information.

[153] In addition, if the card 'Α ', the card 'B', the card 'C, and the card 'D' are used between

11:00 and 14:00 and a settlement time included in an acquired settlement environment

is between 11:00 and 14:00, the card selection unit 1300 may extract the card 'Α ', the

card 'B', the card 'C, and the card 'D' from the card information. For example, if

priorities of the card 'A' and the card 'B' of the cards used between 11:00 and 14:00 are

relatively high and a member store in an acquired settlement environment is 'Α ', the

card selection unit 1300 may extract the card 'A' and the card 'B' from the card in

formation. In this case, priorities of cards may be determined based on a predetermined

criterion, or may be determined based on a received user input. In addition, a benefit

for each card may be reflected to determine the priorities of cards. However, the

present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.



[154] The card selection unit 1300 may also extract a card based on one or more of a

plurality of items which are included in a settlement history and a settlement en

vironment. In this case, the card selection unit 1300 may apply a predetermined weight

to each of the plurality of items which are included in the settlement history and the

settlement environment, and may determine a card to extract in the acquired settlement

environment based on the respective weights of the plurality of items.

[155] The card selection unit 1300 may compare respective benefits for extracted cards

with each other based on the card benefit information, and may provide a recom

mendation which lists a predetermined number or more cards. The card selection unit

1300 may determine a card to be included in the recommendation based on at least one

of types of card benefits that a user prefers, or the amount of monetary benefit. The

card selection unit 1300 may display information which relates to a benefit, which is

provided for each card, on a screen, and may enable a user to select a predetermined

card based on the displayed benefit information.

[156] In this case, the card selection unit 1300 may receive the card benefit information

from the settlement server 3000. The card selection unit 1300 may transmit card in

formation stored in the device 1000 to the settlement server 3000 in order to receive

the card benefit information from the settlement server 3000. However, the present

exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[157] The card selection unit 1300 may receive card benefit information from a terminal

(not shown) of a member store. In this case, the terminal of the member store may

transmit types of cards providing benefits at the member store and information which

relates to the benefits to the device 1000 in the member store. The terminal of the

member store may provide the benefit information to the device 1000 via at least one

of SMS or MMS. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

Further, the terminal of the member store may provide the benefit information to the

device 1000 via a WiFi network.

[158] The card selection unit 1300 may automatically select a card to be used in a

settlement based on a display mode, or may select the card based on a received user

input. For example, when the display mode of the device 1000 is the vertical view

mode, the card selection unit 1300 may automatically select a card to be used in a

settlement without receiving user input. When the display mode of the device 1000 is

the horizontal view mode, the card selection unit 1300 may display a list of rec

ommended cards to be used in a settlement on the screen of the device 1000 and may

select a card based on a received user input. However, the present exemplary em

bodiment is not limited thereto. In particular, the card selection unit 1300 may select a

card to be used in a settlement based on a received user input when the display mode

of the device 1000 is the vertical view mode, and may select the card without receiving



user input when the display mode of the device 1000 is the horizontal view mode.

[159] The device 1000 may display a recommended list of cards to be used in a settlement

on an unlock screen of the device 1000. For example, an image of a recommended card

may be displayed on an unlock button displayed on the unlock screen of the device

1000. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[160] In this case, if a user selects a card image which is displayed on the unlock screen of

the device 1000, a user interface which facilitates user input of a PIN for a selected

card may be displayed. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited

thereto. If a user touches a card image displayed on the unlock screen of the device

1000, the device 1000 may recognize a fingerprint of a user based on a touch input of

the user, and may unlock the device 1000 based on the recognized fingerprint in order

to perform a settlement.

[161] If a user selects a card image which is displayed on the unlock screen of the device

1000, the device 1000 may also authenticate the user based on the user's image and

voice. For example, the device 1000 may photograph a user's face, and may determine

whether the photographed user is a user of a card which is displayed on the unlock

screen of the device 1000 based on the photograph. In addition, for example, the

device may recognize a user's iris in order to authenticate the user. In addition, the

device 1000 may record a user's voice in order to authenticate the user based on the

recorded voice.

[162] If a user selects a predetermined card in the recommended card list, the device 1000

may display a settlement window which corresponds to the selected card on the screen

of the device 1000. The settlement window which is displayed on the screen of the

device 1000 may include, for example, any one or more of card information, coupon

information, a settlement amount, and a PIN code input field. In addition, a user may

input a PIN code of the selected card to the PIN code input field so that settlement via

the selected card may be authenticated.

[163] If the settlement via the selected card is safely performable, a portion or the whole

settlement window may be displayed in a predetermined color. The device 1000 may

determine whether settlement information which relates to the selected card may be

safely transmitted to the POS terminal 2000 and the settlement server 3000, and may

display the settlement window in a color which has previously been set by a user when

a determination is made that the settlement information may be safely transmitted. The

device 1000 may receive authentication information from the POS terminal 2000 and

the settlement server 3000 to determine whether the settlement information which

relates to the selected card may be safely transmitted to the POS terminal 2000 and the

settlement server 3000. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited

thereto.



[164] The card information providing unit 1400 provides card information which relates to

the selected card. In this case, the card information providing unit 1400 may provide

the card information to the POS terminal 2000 through a LAN. The card information

providing unit 1400 may provide information which relates to any one or more of a

card number, the expiration date of a card, and a PIN of a card to the POS terminal

2000. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[165] Further, the card information providing unit 1400 may determine whether a coupon

corresponding to the selected card is stored in the device 1000, and may provide the

card information which relates to the selected card and coupon information stored in

the device 1000 to the POS terminal 2000. In this case, the POS terminal 2000 may

settle an amount reflecting the coupon information via the settlement server 3000 by

using the card information and the coupon information. However, the present

exemplary embodiment is not limited thereto.

[166] The memory 1500 stores various pieces of information that the device 1000 may use

in order to select a suitable card based on various settlement environments and in order

to provide card information which relates to the selected card to the POS terminal

2000. The memory 1500 may store information which relates to respective priorities of

cards which correspond to the various settlement environments and priorities of the

various environments.

[167] The transceiver 1600 transmits and/or receives the various pieces of information,

which the device 1000 may use in order to select a suitable card based on the various

settlement environments, and the card information which relates to the selected card to

or from the POS terminal 2000 and the settlement server 3000.

[168] The controller 1700 controls the overall operation of the device 1000. The controller

1700 controls the card information storage unit 1100, the card history storage unit

1105, the settlement environment information acquisition unit 1200, the card selection

unit 1300, the card information providing unit 1400, the memory 1500, and the

transceiver 1600 so that the device 1000 may select a suitable card based on the

various settlement environments and may provide card information which relates to the

selected card to the POS terminal 2000. Further, the controller 1700 may display a

settlement window for a card that is recommended by the device 1000 or selected by a

user, and may display card information variably based on a display mode of the device

1000.

[169] The controller 1700 may match location information of the device 1000 with a card,

and may recommend a predetermined card according to a location of the device. In

addition, the controller 1700 may extract a store name from user's schedule in

formation and may match a predetermined card to an extracted store name.

[170] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a device 1000, according to another exemplary em-



bodiment.

[171] A mobile communication unit 1001 performs call setting and data communication

with a base station via a cellular network, such as a 3rd generation (3G) or 4th

generation ( 4G) cellular network. A sub-communication unit 1002 performs local

communication, such as Bluetooth or near field communication (NFC). A broadcasting

unit 1003 receives a digital multimedia broadcasting (DMB) signal.

[172] A camera unit 1004 includes a lens and optical devices that may be used for taking

pictures or videos.

[173] A sensor unit 1005 may include any one or more of a gravity sensor that senses a

motion of the device 1000, an illuminance sensor that senses the brightness of light, a

proximity sensor that senses a proximity degree of a person, and a motion sensor that

senses a motion of a person.

[174] A GPS receiving unit 1006 receives a GPS signal from a satellite. Various services

may be provided to users by using the received GPS signal.

[175] An input and output unit 1010 provides an interface with an external device or a user.

The input and output unit 1010 includes a button 101 1, a microphone 1012, a speaker

1013, a vibration motor 1014, a connector 1015, and a keypad 1016.

[176] A touch screen 1018 receives a touch input of a user. The touch input may include,

for example, a touch input which is created by performing a drag gesture, or a touch

input which is created by performing a tap gesture. A touch screen controller 1017

transmits the touch input which is received via the touch screen 1018 to a controller

1050. A power supply 1019 is connected to a battery or an external power source in

order to supply power to the device 1000.

[177] The controller 1050 selects a card based on a settlement environment by executing

one or more programs which are stored in a memory 1060, and provides card in

formation which relates to the selected card to the POS terminal 2000.

[178] The programs stored in the memory 1060 may be classified into a plurality of

modules based on functions thereof. In particular, the programs stored in the memory

1060 may be classified into a mobile communication module 1061, a WiFi module

1062, a Bluetooth module 1063, a DMB module 1064, a camera module 1065, a sensor

module 1066, a GPS module 1067, a video reproducing module 1068, an audio re

producing module 1069, a power supply module 1070, a touch screen module 1071, a

user interface (UI) module 1072, an application module 1073, and/or any other module

which corresponds to a suitable function. One of ordinary skill in the art may in

tuitively infer a function of each module from the name thereof.

[179] Here, only the application module 1073 is described in detail. The application

module 1073 stores respective card information and respective card history in

formation which corresponds to each card.



[180] Further, the application module 1073 acquires information which relates to a

settlement environment. The application module 1073 uses the WiFi module 1062, the

camera module 1065, the sensor module 1066, and the GPS module 1067 to acquire

the information which relates to a settlement environment. IN addition, the application

module 1073 may acquire the information which relates to a settlement environment

from at least one of the POS terminal 2000 and the settlement server 3000.

[181] The application module 1073 may determine a card to be used in a settlement in an

acquired settlement environment by using card benefit information and a settlement

history.

[182] The application module 1073 may determine priorities of cards for a settlement en

vironment based on any one or more of various criteria, based on a combination of at

least one of a settlement time, a settlement location, a settlement purpose, a points ac

cumulation rate according to settlement, a points accumulation limit, a discount rate

according to settlement, and a discount limit. Further, the application module 1073

may extract a card based on respective priorities of settlement environments, and may

recommend a card to be used in a settlement by comparing respective benefits of the

extracted cards with each other. However, the present exemplary embodiment is not

limited thereto.

[183] The application module 1073 may automatically select a card to be used in a

settlement based on a display mode of the device 1000, or may select the card to be

used in a settlement based on a received user input.

[184] The application module 1073 may display a settlement window which corresponds to

a card that is recommended by the device 1000 or selected by a user, and may display

card information variably based on the display mode of the device 1000.

[185] The application module 1073 transmits card information which relates to the selected

card to the POS terminal 2000. The application module 1073 may transmit the card in

formation to the POS terminal 2000 by using at least one of the mobile communication

module 1061, the WiFi module 1062, the Bluetooth module 1063, and an NFC module

(not shown).

[186] The application module 1073 may match location information of the device 1000

with a card, and may recommend a predetermined card according to a location of the

device 1000. Also, the application module 1073 may extract a store name from user's

schedule information, and may match a predetermined card to an extracted store name.

[187] FIG. 14 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device 1000 matches

location information with card information, according to an exemplary embodiment;

[188] In operation S1400, the device 1000 uses a card via the device 1000. For example,

the device 1000 may use at least one of a credit card, a point card, and a membership

card, which are stored in the device 1000.



[189] The device 1000 may use a discount coupon stored in the device 1000. The device

1000 may receive a discount coupon via a short message service (SMS) or a

multimedia message service (MMS), and may store the received discount coupon in

the device 1000.

[190] Also, the device 1000 may use a card stored in another device (not shown) of a user

using the device 1000 or an external server (not shown).

[191] In operation S1410, the device 1000 acquires location information of the device

1000. The location information may include, for example, information about a GPS

value of the device 1000 and an identification value of an AP connected to the device

1000. However, the inventive concept is not limited thereto.

[192] In operation S1420, the device 1000 matches acquired location information with a

card used thereby. The device 1000 may match a card used thereby with at least one of

the GPS value of the device 1000 and the identification value of the AP connected to

the device 1000. Also, the device 1000 may match a discount coupon used thereby

with at least one of the GPS value of the device 1000 and the identification value of the

AP connected to the device 1000. In this case, the discount coupon may be included in

text messages received from another device or the external server by the device 1000.

However, the inventive concept is not limited thereto. In addition, the device 1000 may

match a phone number of the other device or the external server, which provides the

discount coupon, with at least one of the GPS value of the device 1000 and the identi

fication value of the AP connected to the device 1000.

[193] FIG. 15 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device 1000

recommends a card based on location information, according to an exemplary em

bodiment.

[194] In operation SI500, the device 1000 acquires location information of the device

1000. For example, the device 1000 may acquire an GPS value indicating a location of

the device 1000 by using a GPS sensor in the device 1000. In addition, the device 1000

may check a location of the device 1000 by using the identification value of the AP

connected to the device 1000.

[195] In operation S1510, the device 1000 extracts a card corresponding to the location of

the device 1000. For example, the device 1000 may extract a card corresponding to the

GPS value indicating a location of the device 1000 or the identification value of the AP

connected to the device 1000. The device 1000 may extract at least one of a credit

card, a membership card, and a point card, which correspond to the location of the

device 1000. In addition, the device 1000 may extract a discount coupon or a text

message including a discount coupon, which corresponds to the location of the device

1000.

[196] When a plurality of cards are extracted, the device 1000 may recommend a card



which a user frequently uses from among the extracted cards, based on a card use

history of the user. The device 1000 may recommend a card providing a high discount

rate or a high accumulation rate from among the extracted cards, based on a card use

history of the user.

[197] In operation S1520, the device 1000 displays an extracted card on a screen of the

device 1000. When a plurality of cards are extracted, the device 1000 may arrange the

extracted cards based on a discount rate or an accumulation rate. The device 1000 may

display a discount coupon or a text message including a discount coupon, as well as the

extracted card.

[198] FIG. 16 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device 1000 matches a

store name extracted from user's schedule information with a card, according to an

exemplary embodiment.

[199] In operation SI600, the device 1000 acquires user's schedule information. The

device may acquires the user's schedule information stored in the device 1000 via a

calendar application installed in the device 1000. The user's schedule information

stored in the device 1000 via a calendar application installed in the device 1000 may be

schedule data that is matched to a predetermined date of the calendar and is stored in

the device 1000. The device 1000 may receive user's schedule information stored in a

server from the server.

[200] In S16 10, the device 1000 extracts a store name from the user's schedule in

formation. For example, when information "a meeting with my friend in an XX de

partment store at 18:00 on April 15" is included in the user's schedule information, the

device 1000 may extract the "XX department store" from the user's schedule in

formation. In this case, various stores' names may be stored in the device 1000 or the

server in advance, and the device 1000 may extract the "XX department store" from

the user's schedule information based on the stored various stores' names.

[201] In operation SI620, the device 1000 may determine a card related to the extracted

store name. The device 1000 may determine a card related to an extracted store name

from among a credit card, membership card, and point card of a user. The card related

to the extracted store name may be a card to which benefits, such as discount, coupons,

and points, are provided when the card is used in a store having the extracted store

name.

[202] The device 1000 may determine a discount coupon related to the extracted store

name from among discount coupons of a user. The discount coupon related to the

extracted store name may be a discount coupon that can be used in a store having the

extracted store name.

[203] When a plurality of cards are determined, the device 1000 may recommend a card

which a user frequently uses from among the determined cards, based on a card use



history of the user. The device 1000 may recommend a card providing a high discount

rate or accumulation rate from among the determined cards, based on a card use

history of the user.

[204] In operation SI630, the device 1000 matches an extracted store name with a de

termined card. In addition, the device 1000 may match the extracted store name with a

determined discount coupon. The device 1000 may correct location information related

to a store name, and may store the corrected location information. In this case, the

location information related to a store name may include, for example, a GPS value in

dicating a location of a store, an identification value of a POS terminal (e. g., the POS

terminal 200 of FIG. 1) of the store, and an identification value of an AP installed in

the store. However, the inventive concept is not limited thereto.

[205] FIG. 17 is a flowchart which illustrates a method by which a device 1000 displays

card information about a card matched to a predetermined store name, according to an

exemplary embodiment.

[206] In operation S1700, the device 1000 determines a store name in which a card will be

used. The device 1000 may acquire a GPS value indicating the current location of the

device 1000, and may determine a store name corresponding to the acquired GPS value

as a store name in which a card will be used. In addition, the device 1000 may receive

an identification value of an AP connected to the device 1000 from the AP, and may

determine a store name corresponding to the received identification value of the AP as

a store name in which a card will be used. In this case, the identification value of the

AP may include, for example, a service set identifier (SSID) of the AP and a media

access control (MAC) address of the AP. However, the inventive concept is not limited

thereto. The device 1000 may receive a store name from a user, and may determine the

received store name as a store name in which a card will be used.

[207] The device 1000 may receive a store name from a POS terminal (e.g., the POS

terminal 200 of FIG. 1), and may determine the received store name as a store name in

which a card will be used. In addition, the device 1000 may receive an identification

value of the POS terminal from the POS terminal, and may determine a store name

corresponding to the identification value of the POS terminal as a store name in which

a card will be used.

[208] In operation S1710, the device 1000 extracts a card matched to the determined store

name. For example, the device 1000 may extract at least one of a credit card, a

membership card, and a point card, which correspond to the determined store name.

The device 1000 may extract a discount coupon or a text message including a discount

coupon, which corresponds to the determined store name.

[209] In operation S1720, the device 1000 displays an extracted card on a screen of the

device 1000. When a plurality of cards are extracted, the device 1000 may arrange the



extracted cards based on a discount rate or an accumulation rate. The device 1000 may

display a discount coupon or a text message including a discount coupon, as well as the

extracted card.

] FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating an example in which a card related to a location of a

device 1000 or a store name is displayed on a screen of the device 1000, according to

an exemplary embodiment.

] For example, when the device 1000 is located in an "XX department store", the

device 1000 may display an "XX credit card", an "XX point card", and an "discount

coupon of XX department store" on the screen of the device 1000, based on location

information of the device 1000 or a store name determined in the device 1000.

] The one or more exemplary embodiments may be embodied as a transitory or non-

transitory computer-readable recording medium, e.g., a program module to be executed

in computers, which include computer-readable commands. The computer-readable

recording medium may include any usable medium that may be accessed by

computers, volatile and non-volatile media, and detachable and non-detachable media.

Also, the computer-readable recording medium may include a computer storage

medium and a communication medium. The computer storage medium includes all of

volatile and non-volatile media, and detachable and non-detachable media that are

designed to store information including computer readable commands, data structures,

program modules, and/or other data. The communication medium may include any one

or more of computer-readable commands, a data structure, a program module, and

other transmission mechanisms, and may include other information transmission

mediums.

] The present inventive concept may, however, be embodied in many different forms

and should not be construed as being limited to the exemplary embodiments set forth

herein; rather, these exemplary embodiments are provided so that the present

disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the present inventive

concept to those of ordinary skill in the art. For example, configuring elements that are

singular forms may be executed in a distributed fashion, and also, configuring elements

that are distributed may be combined and then executed.

] While the present inventive concept has been particularly shown and described with

reference to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those of

ordinary skill in the art that various changes in form and details may be made therein

without departing from the spirit and scope of the present inventive concept as defined

by the following claims.
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Claims
A method for determining, by a device, a card to be used in a

settlement, the method comprising:

acquiring a card use history of a card which is usable via the device;

acquiring information which relates to a settlement environment of the

device;

determining by the device, whether the card to be used in the

settlement, based on the acquired information which relates to the

settlement environment and the acquired card use history; and

providing settlement information which relates to the determined card

to a point of sale (POS) terminal.

The method of claim 1, wherein the acquiring the information which

relates to the settlement environment comprises acquiring information

which relates to a location of the device, and the determining the card

comprises determining the card to be used in the settlement based on

the acquired information which relates to the location of the device.

The method of claim 1, wherein the determining the card comprises ex

tracting cards which relate to the settlement environment based on the

card use history, comparing respective benefits of the extracted cards

with each other, and using a result of the comparing to determine a rec

ommendation with respect to a card to be used in the settlement.

The method of claim 3, wherein the card use history comprises at least

one of a card number, a settlement time, a settlement date, a settlement

location, and a name of goods.

The method of claim 3, wherein an image of the card which relates to

the determined recommendation is displayed on an unlock screen of the

device, and the determining the card comprises determining the card

based on a received user input which relates to the card image

displayed on the unlock screen of the device.

The method of claim 3, wherein when the settlement to be conducted

by using the determined card is safely performable, at least a portion of

a settlement window of the determined card is displayed in a prede

termined color.

The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving information which

relates to goods from the POS terminal, wherein the received in

formation which relates to the goods comprises at least one of a current

date, a current time, an expiration date of the goods, an identification
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value of the goods, a cost of the goods, and an identification value of a

member store which corresponds to the POS terminal.

[Claim 8] The method of claim 3, further comprising determining a display mode

of the device, wherein the determining the card comprises determining

whether to display a list of recommended cards on a screen of the

device based on the determined display mode and selecting a card to be

used in the settlement based on a received user input which relates to

the displayed list of recommended cards.

[Claim 9] The method of claim 7, wherein the display mode comprises at least

one of a horizontal view mode and a vertical view mode.

[Claim 10] The method of claim 7, wherein the receiving the information which

relates to the goods from the POS terminal comprises receiving the in

formation which relates to the goods from the POS terminal via near

field communication (NFC), and the providing the settlement in

formation which relates to the determined card comprises providing the

settlement information to the POS terminal via NFC.

[Claim 11] A device for determining a card to be used in a settlement, the device

comprising:

a card history storage which is configured to store a card use history of

a card which is usable via the device;

a settlement environment information acquirer which is configured to

acquire information which relates to a settlement environment of the

device;

a card selector which is configured to select a card to be used in the

settlement, based on the acquired information which relates to the

settlement environment and the stored card use history; and

a card information provider which is configured to provide settlement

information which relates to the selected card to a point of sale (POS)

terminal.

[Claim 12] A method for using a first device in conjunction with a performance of

an interaction between a first user and a second user, the first device

including a graphical user interface for providing an input/output c a

pability with respect to the first user, and the method comprising:

accessing information which relate to a plurality of items which are as

sociated with the first user, the information including first item in

formation which at least relates to a use history of a first item and

second item information which at least relates to a use history of a

second item;
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acquiring environmental information which relates to an environment

in which the interaction is to be performed;

using the first device to select, from among the plurality of items, an

item for use in conjunction with the performance of the interaction,

based on the accessed information and the acquired environmental in

formation, and to generate information which relates to the per

formance of the interaction based on a result of the selection;

transmitting, to a second device which is associated with the second

user, the generated information which relates to the performance of the

interaction; and

displaying, via the graphical user interface and on a screen of the first

device, at least a part of the generated information which relates to the

performance of the interaction.

[Claim 13] The method of claim 12, wherein:

the first item information includes a plurality of first item information

characteristics, the second item information includes a plurality of

second item information characteristics, and the environmental in

formation includes a plurality of environmental information charac

teristics; and

the using the device to select an item comprises assigning respective

priority values to each of the plurality of items for each of the plurality

of environmental information characteristics and assigning respective

weights to each of the first item information characteristics, each of the

second item information characteristics, and each of the environmental

information characteristics.

[Claim 14] The method of claim 12, wherein the first item information further

relates to at least one perquisite which accrues to the first user in con

junction with using the first item and the second item information

further relates to at least one perquisite which accrues to the first user in

conjunction with using the second item.

[Claim 15] The method of claim 12, further comprising prompting the first user to

provide input via the graphical user interface of the first device with

respect to the plurality of items, wherein the using the first device to

select an item is further based on a received user input which is

received as a result of the prompting.

[Claim 16] The method of claim 15, wherein the prompting comprises displaying,

via the graphical user interface and on the screen of the first device,

item- specific information which relates to at least one of the plurality of
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items.

The method of claim 15, wherein the prompting comprises displaying,

via the graphical user interface and on the screen of the first device, a

plurality of images, each of which respectively corresponds to a re

spective one of the plurality of items, and providing, on the screen, an

indication which relates to a recommendation which is based on the

accessed information and the acquired environmental information.

The method of claim 12, further comprising using the first device to

receive authentication information which relates to the first user with

respect to the selected item, and using the received authentication in

formation to determine whether the interaction is safely performable.

The method of claim 12, wherein the acquiring the environmental in

formation comprises using acquiring information which relates to a

location of the first device, and the using the first device to select the

item comprises using the first device to select the item based on the

acquired environmental information which relates to the location of the

first device.

The method of claim 12, wherein the environmental information

includes at least one of a current date, a current time, an expiration date

which relates to the interaction, an identification value which relates to

the interaction, identifying information which relates to the second

user, and identifying information which relates to the second device.

The method of claim 12, further comprising determining a display

mode of the first device, wherein the using the first device to select the

item comprises determining whether to display a list of recommended

items via the user interface on the screen of the first device based on

the determined display mode and selecting an item to be used in the in

teraction based on a received user input which relates to the displayed

list of recommended items.

The method of claim 21, wherein the display mode comprises at least

one of a horizontal view mode and a vertical view mode.

The method of claim 12, wherein the acquiring the environmental in

formation comprises receiving the environmental information from the

second device via near field communication (NFC), and the

transmitting the generated information which relates to the interaction

comprises transmitting the generated information to the second device

via NFC.

A first device for use in conjunction with a performance of an in-
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teraction between a first user and a second user, comprising:

a memory which is configured to store item-related information which

relates to each of a plurality of items which are associated with the first

user, the information including first item information which at least

relates to a use history of a first item and second item information

which at least relates to a use history of a second item;

a transceiver which is configured to receive environmental information

which relates to an environment in which the interaction is to be

performed; and

a processor which is configured to select, from among the plurality of

items, an item for use in conjunction with the performance of the in

teraction, based on the stored item-related information and the received

environmental information, and to generate information which relates

to the performance of the interaction based on a result of the selection,

wherein the transceiver is further configured to transmit, to a second

device which is associated with the second user, the generated in

formation which relates to the performance of the interaction.
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